How Does Action Research Influence on the Professional Development of University Teachers in China?
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Abstract. Nowadays, the balance of teaching and practice is important in higher education, which aims to develop lecturers’ teaching and promote learning skills, while higher education also needs reflective practice to enhance teaching and learning practice [13]. However, in the past decade, the need for vocational permission of educational workers and high-quality teacher education has already appeared. Under this situation, action research (AR) is an inspiration, guidance, and method, the importance of AR is hard to ignore [14].
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1 Introduction

Practice-based Inquiry (PBI) is a form of research that makes teachers take advantage of their special internal knowledge to understand their background, classroom, and students, which decides problems and focuses on areas that need to be developed [39]. Inquiry-based practice includes students’ performance and teacher training action research [1]. Action research is an inquiry-based model to promote some aspects of teachers, like professional development [1]. Professional development of teachers is explained as professionalism in transition, which includes factors of learning, attendance, partnership, cooperation, and actions [33].

2 Impact of Action Research

The definition of action research is to improve the rationality and impartiality of participants’ practices, improve participants’ understanding of these practices, and understand the situation of practice implementation [5]. The core work of action researchers in education research is to integrate practice with inquiry, which aims to make the whole school system better [26].
Field experience has a crucial impact on teachers’ development [43]. The accumulation of field experience is one of the key factors for teachers to carry out action research smoothly [18]. Effective field experience enables skilled teachers to observe children’s behavior, collect and analyze teaching evidence that relates to practical problems in teaching and learning, and examine teachers’ behavior [20]. To find out if field experience is useful or not from a teacher’s point of view, questions 1 and 2 of the questionnaire are desired. (See Appendix 1).

The systematic and critical survey is regarded as a kind of inspection of stance [7]. Which could be the reason it can enhance the quality of teacher training [17]. Over the past 10 years, online survey in the application of educational research developed rapidly, online survey is used to illustrate various themes, like students’ evaluation of teaching and learning and beliefs to pedagogy for sustainable development [9], and professional learning of higher education teachers [21]. Thus, I put forward question 3 in my questionnaire. (See Appendix 1).

Reference [32] suggest that attending action research makes teachers explore their views; fulfill goals of their teaching and learning; learn with students orderly; and realize they need to concentrate on research, which plays an important role in teachers’ development. Action research is a tool for solving daily obstacles and problems for teachers [15]. Action research allows systematic, frequent, and critical inquiry to improve the practice of teachers’ development. Teachers from Singapore also need to make action research and update their teaching practice on their findings [11]. Therefore, action research helps teachers solve problems and difficulties in their daily life, which includes reflection on teaching and learning, and the importance of attending research, it is beneficial to teachers’ professional development put forward question 4 in my questionnaire by ideas showed above. (See Appendix 1).

Reference [10] said that chances of attending research in learning communities are an important part of teachers and teacher educators to make continuous education [44]. Described a series of results of collaborative research in his reviewed research, such as keeping an open attitude to new ideas, increasing self-confidence and self-esteem, maintaining positive and self-oriented attitudes toward their practice and students, research habits, and skills, they also take advantage of these habits and skills to analyze their teaching and learning. The importance of making conversations is emphasized in collaborative research as follows: Making conversation is a method to promote collective reflection of teachers and trainers [24]. For instance, when teachers communicate with others, they can reflect on their own teaching and learning styles by reviewing words in conversation. Collaborative research is a type of action research [11], collaborative research allows attendance of teachers in an educational environment, and it also allows teachers to cooperate with educational workers to become a researcher [25, 31]. Believed that when educators engage in research, which is beneficial to their professional development, and attend collaborative work also has benefits. Thus, collaborative research allows teachers cooper with other education workers and make reflection through conversation to promote the practice of teaching and learning. I put forward question 5 in my questionnaire by the ideas showed above. (See Appendix 1).

Research and reflective research are a way to promote professional development and practice, in the education field, cooperation between team and community has long
history, especially in field of development of teachers [36]. Community of inquiry (COI) is a group use similar procedure to pursue same goals [23] and which allows participants attend conversation to serve for constructing knowledge. References [30, 44] reported that teachers pay great attention to cooperation, interaction, and conversations between groups. While in many countries, too many educational workers are not use this method (COI) [22, 29] stress on professional development of educators is produced by informal formation (like practice communities). In practice communities, they refer to “they have same attention to some topic, a series of problems or passion, improve deeply their knowledge and skills. Research community (or community of inquiry-COI), teacher educators implement collaborative research (a type of action research) of common topics arising from practice to inspect professional development and come up with key features (educators as experienced researchers) of crucial community. All of participants express they make progress in practice-based knowledge and ability, also include instructions of students. COI is a part of action research (Practice-based research) to promote teacher educators’ professional development [41]. Therefore, the goal of setting professional activities by universities is help educators and researchers to play a new role (it means there is a urgent need for promoting educators have ability to do research) It is obvious that COI pay great attention to teamwork, structure of local knowledge, inspect and promote practice of teachers, construct new courses and take part in cooperative research of life meaning. Similarly, according to this point showed above, I put forward question 6 in my questionnaire. (See Appendix 1).

Reference [6] give a universal definition of practice-based research; practice-based research is an inquiry that aims to gain new knowledge through partial practice and results of practice. However, as [16] suggest that practice-based research should start with problems produced by practice, or start with interaction with internal educational workers, which aims to promote teaching and learning, performance of students, professional development of educational workers, also, asking teachers make full preparations of teaching and learning practice-based research is one of the tasks in universities. Practice-based research is increasingly regarded as one of the tasks in universities [42]. Meanwhile [40], refers to: practice-based research uses different ways, represents various types, and make different explanation in accordance with ideological, and epistemological framework, such as action research, design research. According to this, I put forward question 7 in my questionnaire. (See Appendix 1).

Views on researchers might depend on whether they think it is a good characteristic or not [34], or whether they think roles of research might reduce roles of teachers. Teachers need make self-assessment of their own practice of teaching and learning [19]. They have re-established and redefined teaching and learning process by assessing their own teaching outcomes and learning experiences, which allows teachers to reflect on their earlier teaching experiences [19], which is crucial for teaching and learning experience, which needs improve conversation among teachers, and strengthen experience about learning, instructions and relationships [27]. As a result, various kinds of professional development activities (like COI) are aims to help educational workers become more skillful about research [12]. Therefore, a range of professional activities to support educators as s new role (researchers).
Not all educational workers believed that research is a part of their work, despite the importance of educational workers as a researcher is emphasized in international societies [8, 25] believed that educational workers not only a consumer of research, but also need explore their own practice program. By implement practice-based research, educational workers can enrich and promote their daily teaching and learning practice based on theory and make contribution for their professional development in this aspect. As [38] claim that if the aim of teacher educators is becoming a good teacher, they will attend research activities (like COI—a research activity of action research) to make sense of the teaching and learning practice.

When educators’ professional development is promoted in research, which produces some benefits: (1) transaction of views, belief, understanding and attitudes with research, and their research roles (affective dimension); [38] (2) changes on their research aspects and research, knowledge, and skills (cognitive dimension); (3) changes on research opportunities (behavior dimension). Educators’ professional development is beneficial to knowledge, skills, thoughts, belief and understanding in this field, the assumption of this point is increase knowledge, power or positive research ideas. However, as [42] found that after educators attend professional development activities, they can realize they lack skills. However, the process of understanding can promote continuous career development. According to the content mentioned above, I also put forward a question 8 in my questionnaire. (See Appendix 1).

3 Methodology

Practice-based inquiry is a type of inquiry based on research and relationships between practise partners and innovation produced by practice [28]. It is widely used to refers to research in real world with practice inquiry [4].

As internet penetration has increased, researchers have already realized the Internet provides opportunities of collecting data [35]. Compare with traditional (offline) method, popularity of online survey might depend on its advantages such as cheap, flexible, fast to get large, multiple samples, which reduces social expectations and experimenter expected effects [3].

Therefore, for the purpose of this assignment, I will use online questionnaires (include choice and open questions) as a research method for its operability and flexibility of long distance in my own context. I can get data directly as quickly as possible. The whole questionnaire includes eight choice questions and four open questions. Participants have free to choose which open question they want to answer.

Data will be collected from sources in China. In Quanzhou owing to some reasons, I choose five teachers from my university in Fujian with different institutions and analyze their answers to explore how does action research influence on teachers in China? five teachers that I choose, owing to they prefer to become researchers in their workplace, and they often accumulate field experience to promote their teaching and learning practice such as go to other universities to make academic communication.
4 Conclusion

The assignment analyzes influence of action research on teachers. First, introduction includes research context, include what kind of background of this study and some definitions. Definitions include practice-based inquiry and collaborative research. The second part is literature review to demonstrates theoretical knowledge of this assignment. Action research includes experience of action research, especially emphasizes field experience, and includes collaborative of action research, practice-based research. Collaborative research is also a kind of action research. The third part is methodology to illustrates a process of data production with more details. The fourth part is discussion, which mainly talk about results of questionnaires in details. Maybe some limitations exist in research, but the assignment might as a guidance to educators to some extent.
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